ABSTRACT

Nowadays, knowledge is a powerful competitive advantage for the organization in globalization. Every organization has to come up with the trend of technology to manage knowledge in their organization to be a value asset.

Golden Paddy Co., Ltd. is an international organization and have a pile of paper that scatter cross the country. Additionally Golden Paddy Co., Ltd. have a lot of specialists in many department, especially expertise about rice but our expert is not enough to travel across the country to give a solution for the farmer. Hence the company decide to develop system to collect knowledge about rice disease information. So farmers of company can access to search for solution themselves.

In developing this rice disease information system is to study the existing, define user requirement and then design the appropriate rice disease information system for this business.

The benefits of a new proposed system have not only a term of money invested, but it will be returning tremendously exceeding the existing system in the long run. It is very valuable benefits in term of out put, more flexible system and in-time decision support information.